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SUBJECT: ENGLISH STUDIES  

TERM: THIRD 

CLASS: JSS1  

WEEK: 2 

TENSES (SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE AND SIMPLE PAST TENSE) 

Tenses in English Language means ‘time’. Tense or Time in English Language 

is divided into three: They are present tense, past tense and future tense. Each of 

these tense is divided into four. 

1. Present tense: under it we have. 

a. Simple present tense.  

b. Present continuous tense. 

c. Present perfect tense. 

2. Past tense: under it we have. 

a. Simple past tense. 

b. Past continuous tense. 

c. Past perfect tense. 

d. Past perfect continuous tense. 

3. Future tense: under it we have. 

a. Simple future tense. 

b. Future continuous tense. 

c. Future perfect tense. 

d. Future perfect continuous tense. 

 Simple present tense 

It is a verb that shows actions that take place at the present time. It is used to 

express actions that take place at the present time. 

Simple present tense is used to indicate the following actions in English 

Language. 

1. It is used to indicate actions that occurs at the time of speaking, for instance 

actions that took place in the present time. Examples 

a. She understands you. 
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b. I can see you from here. 

c. John is at home. 

2. It can be used to indicate habitual actions. That is actions that one is habitually 

doing or action one is fond of doing. Examples  

a) The children go to school every day. 

b) We learn all the time. 

c) My shop opens by ten every day. 

d) Mr Ude teaches very well. 

3. It is used to indicate universal truth, a generally accepted fact. Examples 

a) God is love. 

b) Man is a political animal. 

c) Heaven is real. 

d) There are seven days in a week. 

4. It is use to indicate potential ability to do something or what one can do. 

Examples 

a) He plays lawn tennis. 

b) Their children appreciate music. 

c) Emeka drives well. 

d) She carries heavy weight. 

5. It is used to indicate future actions especially after such words as (when, afte , 

as soon as, before, until)etc. Examples. 

a) I will wait until the teacher comes in. 

b) The president arrives by 10 this morning. 

c) She leaves in the next one hour. 

6. It is also used to introduce quotations. Examples 

a) Jesus says ‘’Follow me, and I will make you fishers of men’’. 

b) Achebe says ‘’Proverbs are the palm-oil with which we eat 

words’’. 

c) Karl says ‘’Love curses people both the ones who give it and 

the ones who receive it’’. 

7. It is used to indicate exclamatory sentences. Examples 

a) There goes the man! 

b) See! How it works! 
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Simple past tense. 

It is a verb that shows actions that took place in the past. We use simple past to 

list a series of completed actions in the past. It is also used to indicate an action 

that has just happened in the past. Sometimes, the speaker may not actually 

mention the specific time, but they do not have one specific time in mind. It 

contains just one finite verb that must be in it’s past form. Examples. 

a) I ate rice yesterday. 

b) She danced well last night. 

c) They did the work very well. 

1. Simple past tense is used to indicate activity that happened at a definite time in 

the past. Examples 

a) The family prayed in the morning. 

b) Our children went to school yesterday. 

c) They discussed politics yesterday. 

 

 

2. It is used to express a habitual action in the past which no longer holds. 

Examples 

a) My siblings and I trekked to school in our days. 

b) Our teachers usually taught us diligently. 
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Reading comprehension 

Reading to understand the author’s mood. 

Mood in works of art is all about the writer’s state of mind at the time he is 

writing. Mood in any work of art could be one of either joy, sad, merry gloomy, 

meditative, mourning or melancholic. The mood of any writer is seen through his 

high tone. If he is sad, you will also understand that from his low or sharp tone. 

The purpose of this exercise is to drill students on a kind of interpretative reading 

that will enable them to read and at the same time read the mind of their writer. 

All comprehension passages demand correct answers from a student, a student 

who adheres to the given steps hereunder, and answers required questions with 

ease; 

1. Read the comprehension questions first. Reading the questions 

firstly, puts you in a better position to know the required responses 

the passage needs from you. 

2. Read the first and last paragraphs of the passage, because a good 

comprehension passage introduces vital points in the first paragraph 

(introductory paragraph) which will help you know what the author 

wishes to discuss; While the ‘’last paragraph’’ discusses the author’s 

recommendation, summary of his opinion, etc. These paragraphs 

(first and last) expose the student into what he would write on. 

3. Read the questions for the very last time. It will make you 

understand completely what you must write on, it makes you get 

ready to underline your answers (sentence linking to the asked 

questions) with immediacy. 

4. Read the whole passage with your pencil or pen. This time you 

should read with much understanding, underlining words or 

sentences that answer your question(s). 

5. Collate your answers, and correctly write them down in a sentences. 

NOTE:  

Remember that, if you were asked  to quote anything  that you must 

open and close a quotation mark, Example  according to the Author; 

‘‘mad people are to be loved’’ (if you use a single quotation mark, 

close it with a single quotation mark, Example ‘’)  

       Now read the passage on page ‘96’ of your New Oxford 

textbook and answer the questions on it. 
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INTRODUCTORY TO LETTER WRITING 

A Letter is a written message, request, and account of events sent by one person 

to another. 

Types of letters 

 Letters are generally divided into three namely: 

1) Formal letter 

2) Informal letter 

3) Semi-formal letter  

Formal letter: Formal letter are also known as the official or business letters. 

Remember that it is assumed that you do not know the person you are writing the 

letter to. It is in respect of the post he or she holds that you write. 

Informal letter: Informal letter is otherwise known as friendly or personal letter. 

It is a type of letter we write to people of equal status with us or close relations.  

Semi-formal letter: These are letters we write to older people who are not 

relations but are very close to us. 

Examples of informal letter are 

1) Write a letter to your uncle in Lagos and tell him that you will like 

to spend the long vocation with him. 

2) Write a letter to your father and request for your school fees. 

 Examples of formal letter 

1) A letter to a newspaper editor. 

2) A letter of application for employment. 

3) A letter to a government department, business firm or public 

organization. 

Examples of semi-formal letter 

1. A letter to your class teacher. 

2. A letter to your uncle who you have not met before. 

3. A letter to a family friend. 

Features of letter writing 

Letter writing has common features they are; (a) address (b)salutation (c)body 

(d)complimentary closure (e)name of the writer.  
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Differences among the letters. 

1) Formal letter has two addresses, one address for the writer and the 

other one for the receiver. It uses Dear sir and the complimentary 

closure is Yours faithfully, writers signature and his/her full name. 

While 

2) Informal letter has one address that is the writer’s address with Dear 

person name. The complimentary closure is Yours sincerely then 

writer’s name. 

3) Semi-formal letter has different salutation ‘’Dear Mr or Madam’’. 
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WEEK 3 

STRESS 

Stress is the greater amount of force used in producing words. In English 

Language some words or sounds are produced with greater force known as 

stressed syllable while the ones produced with weak force is unstressed syllable. 

Syllable is defined as a division of words into units marking the presence of vowel 

sounds. Examples ; behind- be-HIND, again- a-GAIN, father- FA-ther, motion -

MO-tion. 

Types of stress 

 

1) Primary stress: It has the highest force during production of syllables or 

words. It is indicated with capital letters to show stressed word or syllable. 

2) Secondary stress: They are produced with greater force than unstressed to 

show group of vowel sound that occur as syllables. 

3) Unstressed stress: are weak produce with low force. 

 

 

 

PRESENT CONTINUOUS TENSE. 

Present continuous tense are verbs used to indicate action going on at the time of 

speaking or writing. It contains one of these auxiliary verbs (am/is) or are 

dependent on the number of the subjects. With the main verb ending in-‘’ ing’’. 

If the subject is the first person pronoun ‘’I’’ it will use ‘’am’’ as in   

1) I am sweeping. 

2) I am writing. 

If the subject is a third person singular (Chinwe, James, he, she etc) use ‘’is’’ as 

in  

1) James is playing. 

2) Chinwe is coming. 

3) He is dancing. 

If the subject is a second person, both singular and plural (you) or third person 

plural (They, students etc) use ‘’are’’ as in:  

1) They are singing. 
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2) The students are writing. 

The present continuous tense is used in a number of ways. 

1) The present continuous tense is used to express an action that is going on 

at the same time as the speaker’s utterance. Examples;  

i. The choir is singing now. 

ii. They are sowing the seed. 

2.   It is used in expressing a planned future action. Examples; 

i. The players are practising next week. 

ii. They are arriving the country tomorrow. 

3. It is also used to reflect a temporary activity. Examples 

i. He is rehearsing a play. 

ii. They are shooting a film. 

4. It can also be used to express an action that begins and continues to the 

end of a given present or future period of time. Examples; 

i. They are rehearsing all through next month. 

ii. We cannot come since we are working. 

 

 


